STANDING SEAM METAL ROOFS ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL.
There are many standing seam profiles which means it is impossible to have a one-size-fits-all approach. TRA Snow
and Sun’s EZ Solar Mount Clamp On fits many standing seam metal roof profiles using a safe, reliable design
that is customized for a secure fit. The exclusive attachment system, using under-the-hem clamping and
bolting, provides superior strength while maintaining your manufacturer's warranty. Its attractive appearance and
proven performance make TRA Snow and Sun’s EZ Solar Mount Clamp-On ideal for both commercial and residential
projects.

EZ SOLAR MOUNT CLAMP ON

Questions? Call Us!
+1 (800)-606-8980

EZ SOLAR MOUNT CLAMP ON

When it comes right down to it, a solar system is only as good as its mounting hardware. That’s why when you need the
highest quality roof mounting accessories and fastening systems, you turn to TRA Snow and Sun.

Built to last. Built to be reliable. Each and every component in our SOLAR MOUNTING LINE creates a perfect
				
foundation for your solar solution.

Snap Lock Profile

Single Lock Profile

“Their durability was unsurpassed. In fact they made
their competitors’ mounting systems feel downright
flimsy. We will be using TRA Snow and Sun mounting
systems exclusively for all our future projects.”
Betsy Delozier
Owner and Master Electrician |Big D Electric
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The chart below explains the features and benefits of our EZ Solar Mount Clamp On compared to others on the market.

Feature

Other
Clamps

EZ
Solar Mount
Clamp On

Benefit

Attaches to the rib

√

√

Doesn’t penetrate the roof surface

Greater surface area to mount the panel

√

√

No rails required

Top down assembly

√

√

Easy to install

Size/design

√

√

Fits the majority of solar panels on the market

Steel-to-steel, similar metals

√

No galvanic corrosion

Attaches below the hem

√

Ensures that clamp will not pull off the rib

4 or more pressure points

√

Added holding strength

Zinc plated and powder coated*

√

UV and rust protection

Custom built to fit all standing seam
rib types

√

Fits to nearly every metal roof, including skyline panels

Carriage bolt design

√

Threads will not strip; cannot over torque

Engineered to the fail point of the
system

√

Holding strength that ensures it will not pull off the roof

No nut needed on the mid/end clamp

√

Cost savings
*Powder coating is available on request

Material :: 3/16” Steel (ASTM A709 GR 36)

Allowable Load (lbs) :: Uplift: 300-500 (Dependent on the panel securement)
Finishes :: Zinc plated steel (ASTM B633, Type II, SC3), Powder coating available (RAL Standard Colors)
Stainless steel
Threaded hole allows for top-down
grounding clip
Carriage bolt design to
mounting of rails or solar panels
prevent thread stripping
Zinc plated and powder coated
for UV and rust protection
Fits under the hem providing
superior strength
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Double Lock Profile

4 or more pressure
points which means less
twisting and pulling

Skyline Profile

EZ SOLAR MOUNT CLAMP ON

Questions? Call Us!
+1 (800)-606-8980

